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Abstract, A conceptual design for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) has 
been completed and its cost has been estimated by an multitaboratory team. 
To maximize the performancdcost ratio a compact, segmented amplifier is 
used in a multipass architecture. Many recent optical and laser technology 
developments have been incorporated into the final design. The Beamlet 
project has successfully demonstrated the new concept. The mission of ICF 
Program using the NIF is to achieve ignition and gain in the laboratory. The 
facility will be used for defense applications such as weapons physics and 
weapons effects experiments, and for civilian applications such as inertial 
fusion energy development and fundamental studies of matter at high energy 
density. This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department 
of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract 
W-7405-Eng-48, 

1. Introduction 

In accordance with the 1990 recommendations of the National Academy of Scienced, 
the U.S. Secretary of Energy, in January, 1993, requested a conceptual design of a NIF 
which uses a neodymium glass laser operating at the third harmonic (0.35 pm). A 
Memorandum of Agreement established a project organization including technical teams 
from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Sandia National Laboratory, and the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at the University of 
Rochester. A 70oO page conceptual design ~eportz (CDR) was completed in April, 1994. 

2. NIF design criteria 

The baseline ignition target, shown in Figure 1, requires a laser system that delivers a 1.8 
MJ (at 0.35 pm) shaped pulse with a 50: 1 contrast ratio. Table 1 includes a subset of the 
many primary criteria and functional requirements for the facility. The study assumed 
that the NIF wouid be located at a generic DOE site. Symmetrical implosion of the 
capsule requires two-sided target irradiation with two cones per side; each having an 



Table 1. Primary cnteri,a for the National Ignition Facility. 
Laser pulse energy 1.8MJ 

500 Tw 
Laser pulse wavelength 0.35 pm 
Beamlet power balance 4 3 %  rrns over 2 ns 
Beamlet pointing accuracy 4 0  pm 
ICF target compatibility Cryogenic and non-cryogenic 
Annual number of shots with fusion yield 100 with yield 1 W-100 kT 

35 with yield 100 kJ-5 MJ 
10 with yield 5 MJ-20 MJ 

Maximum credible DT fusion yeild 45 MJ 
Classification level of experiments Classified and unclassified 

Laser pulse peak power 

outer cone to inner cone laser power ratio of two to one, and at least eight-fold azimuthal 
irradiation symmetry. The cone angles, nominally at 53" (outer) and 27" (inner), and 
laser power ratio are chosen to maintain time-dependent symmetry of the x-ray drive seen 
by the imploding capsule. To avoid laser-plasma instabilities, such as filamenta tion and 
stimulated scattering, the baseline indirect-drive target hohlraum requires laser spatial 
beam smoothing using phase plates, and laser temporal smoothing using a combination of 
four beams at different center wavelengths, each separated by 3.3 A (3.3 x 10-4 pm). 
This separation was set by the requirement on the motion of the kinoform-induced 
speckle pattern at the target focus. As a consequence of these design rules, the laser 
system must deliver at least 192 beams to the target chamber. The overall design of the 
NIF in the indirect drive configuration is shown in Figure 2. The U-shaped building 
configuration shown in Figure 2 provides for the future addition of a second large target 
area to accommodate special requirements of other communities, such as for weapons 
effect tests, with minimal interruptions to system operations in the main target area. 

3. Laser system design 

The neodymium glass laser system must provide at Ieast 632 TW/3.3 MJ in a 5.1-ns pulse 
at 1.053 pm to account for modest beam transport losses, and energy and power 
conversion efficiencies of 60% and 85%, respectively. A schematic of one NIF beamline 
is shown in Figure 3. It uses a four-pass architecture with a large aperture optical switch 
consisting of a plasma electrode Pockels cell and polarizer combination. The full 
aperture Pockels cell switch is an enabling technology for this laser design. The laser 
chain used in the CDR as the baseline for estimating MF system cost and performance 
has a hard aperture of 40 cm x 40 cm. The amplifiers contain 19 neodymium-doped glass 
laser slabs arranged in a 9-5-5 configuration as shown in Figure 3. Each Brewster-angled 
slab is 3.4-cm thick. At the design point each laser chain should generate 3.9 TW/20.5 kJ 
of 1.053 pm light. Because only 162 beams are required to achieve the energy and power 
requirements, the 192-beam system has a laser design margin of greater than 15%. Since 
many target designers believe that targets may be ignited with from 0.9 to 1.3 MJ of laser 
energy, the overall design margin for achieving ignition is approximately a factor of two. 

The NIF laser design incorporates 4-high x 12-wide arrays of laser beams as shown in 
Figure 2. The design is very compact compared to previous laser fusion systems, 
increasing overall electrical and optical efficiency while simultaneously reducing system 
size and cost. The optical pulse generation system provides individually controlled input 
pulses from one of four tunable fiber oscillators and an integrated optics network located 
in the master oscillator room. The outputs from the master oscillator mom are delivered 
OA single-mode polarization preserving fibers to each of 192 preamplifiers. These stand- 
alone packages, located beneath the transport spatial filters, provide individual power 
balance capability for each of the 192 beams. The output beams from the preamplifiers 
are injected into the far-field pinholes of the transport spatial filters, passed through the 
boost-amplifier stages, the optical switch assemblies, and are then captured inside the 



multipass cavities. The flashlamps located in the amplifier enclosures that uniformly 
pump the glass laser slabs are energized with approximately 260 MJ of electrical energy 
from a modular bank of thin film, metallized dielectric capacitors. After four passes 
through the cavity amplifiers, the pulses are switched out of the multi-pass, further 
amplified by the boost stage, and then transported to the targer chamber. The laser 
arrangement allows for top and bottom access to the amplifiers and the optical switch 
arrays. The pulsed power is transmitted to the amplifiers overhead with large, 30-cm- 
diameter, coaxial conductors. The space below the amplifiers allows access for assembly 
and maintenance of any 4-high amplifier column. 

The  Beamlet Project was conceived to provide an integrated near full scale 
demonstration of a complete beamline. The Beamlet consists of a 2 x 2 amplifier cavity 
of which one beamline with an aperture of 35 cm x 35 cm is activated. Tests in April 
1994 demonstrated successful muhipass operation and switchout. Tests in September 
with a reduced aperture (30 cm x 30 cm) frequency conversion crystal system (with a 
84% fill factor) produced 30 energies up to 5.3 kJ. This resulted in a mean fluence of 8.0 
J/cm29 exceeding the NIF 3 0  design fluence of 7.4 Ycm2 and, therefore, demonstrating 
that the NIF will be able to meet its design requirement. In December, tests will be run 
with a full aperture crystal system. 

The  NIF is currently designed to achieve about 700 full-system performance 
shotslyear. It is expected that through continued engineering design the system shot rate 
will increase substantially. This is consistent with experience on all previous ICF glass 
laser systems, including Nova, which has had its shot rate increase by a factor of six since 
operations began in 1985. 

4. Target area design 

A cutaway view of the switchyard and target area is shown in Figure 4. The 192 laser 
beams are optically relayed via the transport spatial filters in 48 2 x 2 groupings to the 
final optics assemblies. The (48) find optics assemblies are positioned on the 5 3 O  outer 
cone (16 assemblies) and 27' inner cone (8 assemblies) at the top and on the bottom of 
the target chamber. At the chamber each 2 x 2 grouping is converted to 0.35 prn by a 
Type I (KDP)/Type II (KD*P) crystal m y  in the final optics assembfy. The final optics 
assemblies mount to the exterior of the chamber, and also provide 2 x 2 lens arrays for 
focusing the light onto the target and 2 x 2 debris shiefdkinoform phase plate arrays for 
protecting the lenses from target shrapnel. Each beam in every 2 x 2 grouping can be 
operated at a different center wavelength to provide the requisite laser temporal beam 
smoothing. The final optics assemblies are offset from the nominal cone angles by k4 
degrees to provide isolation between opposing beamlines. 

The target chamber is housed in a reinforced-concrete building with three separate 
operational areas. The upper and lower polar regions of the target chamber house the 
final optics and turning mirrors in a Class lo00 clean room. Personnel access to these 
areas will be limited. The cantilevered floor sections of the building provide a separation 
of the clean-room enclosures a t  the polar regions from ae  equatorial target diagnostics 
area. This horizontal, planar architecture simplifies the design of the access structures 
required to service the optical components and target diagnostics. 

The NIF baseline target chamber is a 10-cm-thick by 10-m internal-diameter spherical 
aluminum shell. The aluminum wall provides the vacuum barrier and mounting surfaces 
for the first wall panels, which protect the aluminum from soft x-rays and shrapnel. The 
unconverted laser light hitting the opposite wall is absorbed by other panels. The exterior 
of the chamber is encased in 40 cm of concrete to provide neutron shielding. The 
chamber is supported vertically by a hollow concrete pedestal and horizontally by radial 
joints connected to the cantilevered floor. The target area building, chamber, and 
auxiliary systems are designed to handle a maximum credible yield of 45 MJ and routine 
operations as shown in Table 1. 



Table 2. Summary of NIF costs for 192 beam system. 
Base costs Contingency Total Total 

($M FY94) ($M escalated) 
TEC 586 121 707 842 
OPC 199 N/A 199 23 1 
TPC 785 121 906 1073 
Annual 57 NIA 57 NIA 
operating costs 

Recent engineering analyses and target physics calculations show that the baseline 
design can be easily modified, as illustrated in Figure 5,  to incorporate a direct-drive 
ignition capability. To reconfigure for direct drive, 24 of the 48 final optics assemblies 
(along with the associated transport hardware) must be moved into new locations around 
the equator. This option can be preserved at minimal cost by adding 24 holes to the 
target chamber and the corresponding holes in the concrete structures for beam transport 
paths. Alternatively, 24 additional final optics assemblies and transport mirrors can be in 
place at all times and used when half the beams are switched into the alternate transport 
paths. Costs for including these options have not yet been developed and, therefore, the 
current cost estimate does not include them. 

5. NIF project schedule and cost 

The N E  Total Project Cost (TPC) is the sum of the Total Estimated Cost (TEC) and the 
Other Project Cost (OPC). The TEC is funded by Plant and Capital Equipment (PACE) 
funds and the OPC is funded by Operating Expense (OPEX) funds. Division of costs 
between TEC and OPC is provided in DOE guidelines. TEC activities include, for 
example, Title I and I1 design, and Title I11 engineering; building construction; 
procurement; assembly and installation of all special equipment; and sufficient spares to 
pass the acceptance test procedures. OPC activities include, for example, conceptual 
design; advanced conceptual design; NEPA documentation; vendor facilitization and 
pilot production; vendor component qualificationlreliabilitynifeti~e testing; operational 
readiness reviews; startup costs; and operational spares. 

The costs shown in Table 2 were derived from a “bot torn-~p~~ estimate based on a 
detailed work breakdown structure. The Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. 
Automated Estimating System (AES)  was adopted by the Project as its cost estimating 
tool. Contingency information provided by each estimator for every Level 3 item was 
used in a separate probabilistic contingency analysis performed by Bechtel Corporation 
using their Microrac code. The results of that analysis were entered into the AES. A 
detailed, integrated project schedule was deveioped and this was combined with the cost 
information in the AES to estimate escalation and calculate the budget profiles required. 
The NIF design and construction project would last from 1996 through 2002. The annual 
operating costs for the facility, shown in Table 2, were estimated based on Nova 
experience. It does not include, per DOE guidance, the annual ICF Program costs 
(currently at approximately $175 Mlyear). The engineering design was sufficiently 
detailed to generate costs, typically, at level 5, and, in some cases, at level 6 or 7. of the 
WBS. Approximately 70% of the costs (in dollars) were derived from catalog prices, 
vendor estimates, or engineering drawings. The costs in Table 2 have been validated by 
the DOE and by an Independent Cost Estimator (ICE) team. 

6. Summary 

The National Ignition Facility design is the product of the efforts of a multi-laboratory 
team, representing a more than twenty year experience base at the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, and 
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at the University of Rochester. Using the world’s 
most powerful laser to ignite and burn ICF targets, the NIF will produce conditions in 



matter similar to those found at the center of the sun and other stars. New, well 
characterized, high energy-density regimes will be routinely accessible in the laboratory 
for the first time. The NIF will impact and extend scientific and technical fields such as 
controlled thermonuclear fusion, astrophysics and space science, plasma physics, 
hydrodynamics, atomic and radiation physics, material science, nonlinear optics, 
advanced coherent and incoherent x-ray sources, and computational physics. The 
importance and uniqueness of the NIF to these wide-ranging fields of science and 
technology have been recently reviewed in a series of workshops.3 If authorized in 
FY 1996, the NIF could begin operations in FY2003. 
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“Outer cones” enter at ?j7 and 48 degrees 
500 pn best focus at entrance hole, F/8 

“Inner cones” enter at 23 and 32 degrees 
500 pn best focus -3mm Inside hohlraum, F/8 

Fig. 1. Generic NIF ignition target 
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Fig. 2. The National Ignition Facility overview. The NIF will be a low hazard, non nuclear facility. 
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Fig. 3. A schematic of one beamline of the NIF laser from pulse injection to final focus on target. 
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Fig 5.62 
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Fig. 4. A cutaway view of the N1F iarget area showing major subsystems. 
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Fig. 5. Implementation of direct drive requires that 24 of the 48 beams be re-positioned. This can be 
easiiy accomplished using the NIF optical system design. 
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